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Why, we were taken prisoners and only escaped ______________ through
my unparalleled wits and perseverance.
1.

(hang)
hanging

When she reached his side she ordered him to put her favors into the
pockets of his overcoat, and keep his hand on his pistol, as she would not risk
______________ one of them, much less her jewels.

2.

(lose)losing

Do you recollect ______________ me your biography of Shakespeare last
autumn, and my not acknowledging its receipt?
3.

(send)
sending

Unfortunately, he could not avoid ______________ her around somewhat
the next day; indeed, he was considering if it would not be necessary to invite
her to dinner.

4.

(escort)

escorting

But instead of this they kept on ______________, overcoming the enemy's
machine-gun nests and gathering in prisoners, when sheer fatigue ought to
have stopped them.

5.

(go)

going

But in the presence of the Methodist clergy it is difficult to avoid
______________ way to the weakness of indignation.
6.

(give)giving

It had never come to an engagement; it had been only an understanding;
but she thought of dreadful things, even of his possible suicide, whenever she
contemplated ______________ him the final blow.

7.

(give)giving

Betty always enjoyed ______________ Caroline with an audacious
flourish, since Caroline always suffered so much in the process.
8.

(introduce)
introducing

All the time I was explaining to her how busy I was, and how I found it out
of the question even to think of leaving the office, she kept on
______________ me varied and hurried directions.

9.

(give)giving

Coming in, they risked ______________ him altogether.10. (overturn)overturning

He suffered from it vehemently and avoided ______________ the street
alone.
11.

(go on)
going on
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Then I had a happy thought; I had a box of matches with me, and I kept
on ______________ them till we found a handful of dry twigs which burnt up
finely.

12.

(strike)
striking

I did not always enjoy ______________ compositions; this one gave me
permission to roam in thoughts and imaginations that I liked.
13.

(write)
writing

I cannot resist ______________ one little instance, as it illustrates a
sweet feature of Gabriel's character.
14.

(give)
giving

For I gave up ______________ with dolls rather young-playing with a doll,
I should say.
15.

(play)
playing

For a long time she resisted the evidence which her own sensations might
have afforded her and avoided ______________ any questions which might
enlighten her.

16.

(ask)
asking

As he went home the poor man passed, inadvertently, along the Rue
Saint-Honore; for he was in the habit of making a circuit to avoid
______________ his shop and the windows of his former home.

17.

(see)seeing

And while Laura wrote, Owen could keep on ______________ at her as
much as he liked.
18.

(look)
looking

It occurred to her that it would be better to talk on brightly at random than
to risk ______________ of his mother to him, as she must if she reminded
him of their marriage.

19.

(speak)
speaking

I was not disheartened-so I kept on ______________ and being thrown
out.
20.

(drive)
driving
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